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POINTS TO REMEMBER

Federal Aviation Act Amendment

Enactment of Statute Implementing Tokyo Convention Substitutes

Special Aircraft Jurisdiction of the United States for the Phrase In

Flight in Air Commerce As Found in 901 and of the Federal

Aviation Act of 1958 As Amended 49 l472iU and

On October 14 1970 President Nixon signed into law Senate Bill

2176 amending the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 Title 49 of the United

States Code Subsections 902i and of the Act 49 U.S.C
1472 and are amended to delete the words in flight in air

commerce substituting therefor the term within the special aircraft

jurisdiction of the United States new subsection 32 of section 101

of the Act 49 U.S.C 1301 defines the latter term to encompass any

aircraft in flight i.e from the time power is applied for takeoff to the

moment the landing run ends if such aircraft is part of the civil air

craft or national defense forces of the United States or is simply

within the United States or is even without the United States if its

next scheduled destination is or last point of departure was the United

States and in either case it next lands in the United States

On September 16 1970 Assistant Attorney General Will Wilson

sent telegram to all United States Attorneys requesting them to

familiarize themselves with seven page document captioned Aircraft

Piracy P.L 87-197 distributed at the 1969 United States Attorneys

Orientation which contained an analysis of the various offenses under

the aircraft piracy statute In the near future this Division will publish

and distribute to all United States Attorneys detailed discussion of this

new amendment which is to be substituted as change to part

presently entitled Jurisdictional Scope of the Phrase Aircraft in

Flight in Air Commerce of the above-mentioned seven-page docu
ment of 87-197 Hence it is incumbent for all attorneys to

note that the term aircraft in flight in air commerce is no longer

requirement common to 49 U.S.C 1472 and as stated

in section and discussed in sectionC of the aforementioned docu
roent Indictments for offenses committed after October 1970 with

respect to those subsections must plead the special aircraft juris
diction of the United States as the jurisdictional basis

Criminal Division
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COMMENDATIONS

Assistant U.S Attorney Wayne Speck W.D Texas was corn-

mended by Special Agent in Charge San Antonio for his excellent work
in the prosecution of Ben Sutherland convicted bank robber

Assistant Attorney Kendell Wherry M.D Fla was
commended by Special Agent in Charge Tampa Florida for his

fine work in the presentation and successful prosecution of Charles

Hansbrough et al which involved extensive gambling activities
.1 in Florida

The Executive Office for U.S Attorneys is pleased to note that

Mr Joseph Vitale Administrative Officer for the U.S Attorneys
Office in New York City and Mr Frank Arcodia Administrative

Officer for the U.S Attorney in Brooklyn were the objects of most
complimentary citation from the Director of Personnel Administrative

Division The citation was to acknowledge the exemplary manner in

which they had administered the new Merit Promotion Plan its

principles and required supportive documentation The Executive

Office is proud to add its commendation to Mr Vitale and

Mr Arcodia for the outstanding job they have done

Assistant U.S Attorney Malcolm Lazin E.D Pa was
commended by Herbert Pahren Acting Regional Director Federal

Water Quality Administration for the prosecution of U.S Berks

Associates Inc the first case in the entire Nation to be brought
under Section 11 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act in regard

to an extremely severe oil spillage case consisting of some million

gallons of sludge into the Schuylkill River
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ANTITRUST DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Richard McLaren

DISTRICT COURT

SHERMAN ACT

COMPLAINT AND PROPOSED JUDGMENT CHARGING VIOLATION

OF SECTIONS AND OF ACT

United States PPG Industries Inc Pa No 70-1273

November 1970 60-14-70

On November 1970 civil complaint was filed in the

District Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania together with

proposed consent judgment

The complaint alleged that since 1958 PPG Industries Inc has

entered into combinations with various suppliers to restrain trade by

reciprocating purchases in violation of Section of the Sherman Act
The complaint also alleged that PPG has since 1958 used its pur
chasing power to promote sales in an attempt to monopolize the re
quirements of actual and potential supplier-customers of PPG for the

products of PPG thereby violating Section of the Sherman Act

PPG was charged in the complaint with compiling comparative

purchase and sales data and utilizing such data to determine which

suppliers would be favored and the extent to which they should be

permitted to participate in supplying PPGs requirements of goods

and services The complaint also charged PPG with discussing with

actual and potential suppliers and customers their sales and purchase

positions relative to PPG and with purchasing goods and services

from certain suppliers on the understanding that such suppliers would

purchase goods from PPG and refusing to buy or reducing purchases

from certain suppliers who did not purchase maintain purchases or

increase purchases from PPG

The complaint alleged both that competitors of PPG have been

foreclosed from selling substantial quantities of goods to supplier

customers of PPG and that actual and potential suppliers have been

foreclosed from selling substantial quantities of goods and services

to PPG

The consent judgment filed with Judge Louis Rosenberg and

subject to the usual 30-day waiting period prohibits the purchase

or sale of products on the condition or understanding that the
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supplier or customer will purchase from PPG The judgment also

prohibits-PPG from communicating to suppliers or contractors that

it will give preference to those who purchase from PPG Also pro
hibited is the practice of comparing or exchanging statistical data

with any supplier or contractor to facilitate reciprocal purchasing

arrangements as is the practice of discussing with any supplier

contractor or customer the relationship between purchases and

sales between PPG and such other company Also prohibited is

the communication by PPG of purchases by it or by prime con

tractor making purchases on behalf of PPG to any customer or

supplier for the purpose of promoting sales to such customer or

supplier

Secondary reciprocity is prohibited by provisions of the judg

ment prohibiting PPG from agreeing with particular suppliers that

such suppliers will purchase from certain of PPGs customers or

that such suppliers will attempt to persuade other companies to buy

from PPG in order to reciprocate for purchases from such suppliers

byPPG

The judgment also prohibits PPG from preparing or maintaining

comparative purchase/sales statistics issuing to personnel with

primary purchasing responsibilities any types of lists or notices which

identify customers and their purchases from PPG or which specify or

recommend that purchase be made from any such customers issuing

to personnel with primary sales responsibilities any type of lists or

notices which pertain to purchases made by PPG from particular

customers referring lists of bids received on capital expenditures

to any personnel having primary sales responsibilities for recorn

mendations for job placements

PPG is ordered by the judgment to refrain from continuing or

establishing any office or position whose activities programs or

objectives are to promote reciprocity The judgment requires PPG

to is sue policy directive to each of its employees with sales or pur

chasing responsibilities outlining the prohibitions of the judgment and

informing said employees that violation of the directive may subject

the offender to punishment by the court for violation of the judgment

PPG is also required to furnish to each supplier from whom it

has purchased $50 000 worth of products goods or services during

any of the years 1967 through 1969 copy of the final judgment and

written notice that PPGs employees are prohibited from purchasing

or selling on the basis of reciprocity

The judgment is to be in effect for 10 years

Staff Eugene Lipkowitz Allan Hoffman Thomas
Ruane Harry Burgess Elliot Moyer Antitrust Div
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CIVIL DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General William Ruckelshaus

COURTS OF APPEALS

FINDINGS OF FACT RULE 52a

WHEN DIST CT ENTERS AWARD OF TORT DAMAGES IT MUST

SPECIFY AMOUNT OF EACH ITEM OF DAMAGES AND REASON FOR

ALLOWING IT HELD

John Adams Fuchstadt United States CA No 34 454

decided November 1970 145-6-813

Fuchstadt was injured in car accident caused solely by the negli

gence of Government employee Plaintiff who was hospitalized for 41

days suffered various physical injuries including rib fractures contu

sions of the knees facial lacerations large amount of dental damage
and pain and suffering His left leg was shortened 5/8 inch and he walks

with limp The district court entered judgment for $150 000 for plain
tiffs actual damages past and future pain and suffering and impairment
but made no specific findings

The Court of Appeals held that the district court did not comply

with the Civ Rule 52a requirement that it shall find the facts

specially and remanded the case with instructions to make specific

findings As the Court stated

While h/he nature and degree of exactness of the

findings required depends on the circumstances of

the particular case Kelleyv Everglades Drain

age District 319 U.S 415 419 1942 we think

that in tort actions for damages the pertinent

consideration entering into the award as well

as the amount allowed for each item should be

stated briefly and clearly so that the appellate

court can properly appraise the elements which

entered into the award .. Without this informa
tion the defendant is unable properly to exercise

the appellate rights conferred by statute and the

court is equally unable to make appropriate

appellate review Alexandria Nash
Kelvinator Corp supra at 191 This itemiza

tion is particularly appropriate when the total

amount awarded may appear to be an overly

generous one unless so substantiated
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This decision provides useful precedent requiring district judges to

make specific findings which hereafter will enable us to challenge ex
cessive award or awards for items of damage which seem questionable

Staff United States AttOrney Whitney Seymour Jr and

Assistant U.S Attorney Alan Morrison S.D N.Y

SOCIAL SECURITY

FOURTH CIRCUIT APPLIES ADMINISTRATIVE RES JUDICATA

TO SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY INSURANCE APPLICATIONS

John Easley Robert Finch Secy of HEW C.A No 13 852

October 1970 136-84-635

Clyde Hughes Robert Finch Secy of HEW Josie

Suttles Robert Finch Secy of HEW C.A Nos 14 066 and

14 090 October 1970 137-67-439 and 137-67-445

Easley filed four successive unsuccessful applications for Social

Security disability benefits and Hughes and Mrs Suttles each filed three

such applications In each case the Social Security Administration

denied the final application on administrative res judicata grounds Each

claimant then filed suit--the first suit brought by each claimant on any of

his or her applications The district court reversed in Easle1 and

affirmed in Hughes and Suttles On appeal the Government succeeded

in upsetting the adverse decision in Easley and in defending the two

favorable decisions The Court accordingly held that Social Security

could decline to consider disability application on the merits if it had

denied an earlier application filed by the claimant based on the same

facts

In Easley the Fourth Circuit stressed that by enacting Section

205g 42 U.S.C 405gh Congress deliberately imposed

severe restrictions on the power of the federal courts to review ad
ministrative decisions made in the implementation of the Act and that

/t/aken together these statutory restrictions on the power of the

federal courts to review Social Security matters necessarily imply

the existence of an administrative form of the res judicata doctrine

In this connection the Court explained

If claimant has no right to judicial review of

decision denying him benefits unless he brings

an action within sixty days of the denial he has

no right to regain it or indefinitely extend it

by perfunctory reassertion of his claim after

expiration of the time to seek judicial review
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The Court also noted that in Grose Cohen 406 F.Zd 823 it had

merely applied an exception to administrative res judicata which is

codified in 20 404 958c i.e case may be reopened for

error on the faceof the evidence that the fact that Easley

was not represented by counsel at an earlier hearing did not affect the

result and that in any event the Secretarys denial of benefits

was supported by substantial evidence on the merits In discussing

the counsel argument the Court made the following significant

remarks

Although only about five percent of all applicants

are represented by counsel at the initial and re
consideration stages the majority of claims are

allowed This hardly suggests the existence of

widespread unfairness to applicants unrepre
sented by counsel or of procedural or other

hurdles which are insurmountable by laymen
The contrary in fact is demonstrated by this

case Assisted by counsel on his fourth applica

tion Easley was unable to present any relevant

evidence of his condition that had not already

been presented on his second application when

he had no assistance other than that provided by

the Social Security Administration

The Court decided Hughes and Suttles together holding that the

claimants assertion that they have constitutional right to judicial

ii review of the Secretarys decision on their applications is without

merit In this connection the Court stated that It/he right to

judicial review in these cases is conditioned by the Act and can be

exercised only within its limitations

Staff Kathryn Baldwin James Hair Jr
Judith Seplowitz Civil Division and

Norman Knopf formerly of the Civil Division
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CRIMINAL DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Will Wilson

COURT OFAPPEALS

FEDERAL FOOD DRUG AND COSMETIC ACT

FOOD DRUG ADMINISTRATION REPEAL OF REGULATIONS
FOR CERTIFICATION OF FIXED COMBINATION ANTIBIOTIC DRUGS
FOUND TO BE INEFFECTIVE HELD

Pfizer Inc Richardson et al C.A No 35177 November

1970 2151574

The Second Circuit Court of Appeals has rejected petition by

Pfizer Inc which sought to review final order of the Food and Drug
Administration repealing regulations for certification of Pfizers fixed

combination antibiotic drugs sold under the trade name Signernycin The

petition challenged the agencys authority to remove the drugs from the

market without an administrative evidentiary hearing after the agency

found that the drugs were ineffective as fixed combination and the

manufacturer had failed to proffer substantial evidence of the drugs
effectiveness as required by the Food Drug and Cosmetic Act 21

U.S.C 355d

The agencys final order resulted from applying its summary
judgment procedure under regulations promulgated in May 1970 which

also spell out what the agency would regard as adequate and well con
trolled clinical investigations necessary to comply with the statutory

requirement of substantial evidence Because the agency found that

Pfizer had failed to come forward with appropriate clinical investiga

tions to support efficacy claims for Signemycin the agency did not

hold an evidentiary hearing before revoking the certifications for these

antibiotic drugs

The Second Circuit upheld the agencys regulations and the action

it took against Pfizers products stating that the Congress intended

that the agency could insist on adequate and well controlled investiga

tions to establish drug efficacy claims that the regulations defining

such investigations were proper and that the application of the regula
tions so as to deny hearing violates no legal rights

The Court of Appeals decision supporting the Food and Drug
Administrations efforts to withdraw ineffective drugs from the market

greatly strengthens the agencys program under the 1962 amendments
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to the Food Drug and Cosmetic Act this decision is in accord with

but goes even further than the recent Upjohn decision of the Sixth

Circuit 422 F.2d 944 see U.S Attorneys Bulletin No April 17

1970 p. 262 because this opinion upholds the agencys withdrawal

action even though there was no indication of an imminent hazard to

the public health as was the case in Upjohns Panalba products

Staff John Murphy and Howard Epstein

Criminal Division

William Goodrich Joanne Sisk and

Eugene Pfeiffer Dept of HEW

DISTRICT COURT

POLLUTION

EVIDENCE DEVELOPED BY EXPLOITATION OF INFORMATION
RECEIVED FROM EMPLOYEE REPORTING AN OIL SPILL IS AD
MISSIBLE AGAINST HIS CORPORATE EMPLOYER DESPITE PRO
VISION OF SEC 11b WATER QUALITY IMPROVEMENT ACT
OF 1970

United States Humble Oil Refining Co Maine September
28 1970 Cr No 70-61 62-34-0

In prosecution under the Refuse Act 33 U.S.C 407 411 the de
fendant objected to admissibility of evidence developed as result of

telephone call to the Coast Guard by an employee of the company Mr
Alan Armstrong by reason of the provisions of Section llb4 of the

Water Quality Improvement Act of 1970 P.L 91-224 91st Congress
April 1970 This section provides in substance that any person in

charge of vessel or of an on-shore or off-shore facility shall as

soon as he has knowledge of any prohibited discharge immediately

notify the appropriate agency of the Government and any such person
who so fails to notify such agency shall upon conviction be fined or

imprisoned The statute then provides that notification so received

or information obtained by the exploitation of such notification shall not

be used against any such person in criminal case except in prosecu
tion for perjury The defendant urged that because the statute defines

person to include an individual firm corporation association and

partnership the grant of immunity would extend to the corporation as

well as the individual reporting the spill

The court overruled the objection saying Quite clearly

Section llb4 would preclude the government from offering this
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evidence in criminal prosecution of Mr Armstrong But equally

clearly the statute does not preclude the use of this evidence in this

criminal prosecution of the defendant Humble Oil Company who

happened to be Mr Armstrongs employer Such an application

of this statute would completely nullify its effective operation in

probably 90% of the spill situations which arise

Alternatively the Government argued that Section llb4 did

not apply because the Act did not become effective until after the

spill here involved and because the new Act provides that nothing

therein shall be construed as affecting or impairing the provisions

of the Refuse Act The court said that it found these arguments

persuasive but because of the limited time for presentation it was

not prepared to rule on those questions

The court then heard the evidence and found that although

Humble employees had been assured that the gasoline hose was

ready to use it in fact was not the hose had been disconnected

and gasoline sprayed out of the end of the hose onto the deck of the

tanker being loaded and thence into the river Based on this finding

the court followed the decision in United States Interlake Steel

Corp 297 Supp 912 111 1969 holding that scienter is

not required and found Humble Oil Refining Co guilty of techni

cal violation of the Refuse Act Because of the purely technical nature

of the violation the court imposed the minimum fine of $500 and

ordered payment of the fine remitted

Staff United States Attorney Peter Mills and

Assistant U.S Attorney John Wlodowski

Maine
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Shiro Kashiwa

COURTS OF APPEALS

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW PUBLIC LANDS

STANDING TO SUE PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION ENJOINING CON-
STRUCTION OF RECREATION PROJECT IN MINERAL KING VALLEY
NOT WARRANTED

Sierra Club Hickel C.A No 24966 October 16 1970

90-1-4-191 cert pending No 939

Sierra Club declaring that it had special interest in the nature

of the uses proposed in the Sierra Nevada Mountains on behalf of the

general public sued the Secretaries of Agriculture and Interior to enjoin

construction of recreation project in Mineral King Valley

The complaint against Agriculture alleged that the Secretarys
issuance of permits for the ski resort violated the Act establishing the

National Game Refuge 16 U.S.C 688 exceeded the authority for

recreational use and occupancy conferred by 16 U.S.C 497 and 551

and violated the Forest Services own regulations as to public hearings
36 211 20-211.19 The complaint against Interior alleged that

the plan to replace 2-mile segment of an existing 20-mile route and

the decision to permit construction of transmission line across the

park were illegal The district court after determining that Sierra

Club had standing as plaintiff to seek injunctive relief held that the

Club had raised questions concerning possible excess of statutory

authority sufficiently substantial and serious to justify preliminary

injunction which it granted against both Secretaries

On appeal the Ninth Circuit with partial dissent on standing

reversed holding that the Clubs displeasure with the project without

showing of more direct interest in the legal or factual sense was

insufficient to accord it standing to challenge decision by two cabinet

officers

On the merits upon review of the facts the Court unanimously

held that the district courts granting of the preliminary injunction

amounted to an abuse of discretion warranting reversal

Staff Deputy Assistant Attorney General Walter

Kiechel Jr and Jacques Gelin Land
Natural Resources Division


